Metallic nanoparticles made of gold, silver, copper, or aluminum exhibit localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) at wavelengths determined by their material properties, shape, and size ([@r1][@r2][@r3][@r4][@r5][@r6][@r7][@r8][@r9][@r10][@r11]--[@r12]). This property makes plasmonic nanoparticles important in many scientific areas, including imaging, plasmonic devices ([@r13]), near-field scanning optical microscopy, optical energy transport, and chemical and biological sensing ([@r14][@r15][@r16][@r17][@r18][@r19]--[@r20]). The LSPR of a metal nanoparticle is particularly sensitive to the presence of other proximate metal nanoparticles. When coupled nanoparticles are within a few nanometers away from each other, light can be tightly confined to the gaps between the nanoparticles. A dominant dipole feature is observed due to interparticle coupling associated with a strong induced charge in the interparticle gap ([@r21][@r22][@r23]--[@r24]). For very small separation, this response becomes weak when the coupling across the ultrathin gap becomes so strong that dipolar oscillations across the coupled resonators are inhibited ([@r25][@r26]--[@r27]). In a previous publication, we studied the effect of changing the interparticle separation on the sensing quality of Au nanocube (AuNC) and Ag nanocube (AgNC) dimers in different surrounding media ([@r28]). Using the discrete dipole approximation (DDA), it was observed that the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is stronger when the 2 nanoparticles are in close proximity to one another and that the distance between the particles has a great effect on the value of the sensitivity factor ([@r1], [@r21], [@r22]). For metallic nanoparticles with sharp corners, light can be strongly localized even with minimum sizes of 10 to 100 nm ([@r29], [@r30]). We have shown that as the gap size decreases, the redshift becomes singular and dipolar modes determine the coupling between the particles that play a major role in the plasmonic coupling ([@r31]). In the present work, we expand our previous study ([@r28], [@r32], [@r33]), to demonstrate that the plasmonic coupling in dimeric nanoparticles can be predicted not only from the dipole--dipole interaction but also from the interaction between dipole and higher-order plasmonic modes (dipole--multipole, multipole--multipole interactions, etc.), which becomes important to consider as a contribution in the near-field coupling of a pair of plasmonic nanoparticles. It was found that the LSPR peak position of various nanoparticle dimers varied exponentially with the interparticle separation of the dimer ([@r34], [@r35]). In 2007, El-Sayed and coworkers introduced the universal plasmonic ruler equation, which considers the exponential behavior of the dipolar plasmonic coupling of Au nanodiscs having large separation distances ([@r36]). In the present work, we include the contribution of shorter-wavelength higher multipolar modes in the plasmonic coupling of coupled Ag nanoparticles by varying the separating distance from 2 to 20 nm. It is found that the interference between the higher-order plasmonic modes in near-field coupling appears at small gap sizes for the nanocubes ([@r37]). However, in spherical nanoparticles, the effect of the higher-order modes in plasmonic coupling appears in particles of much larger sizes (80 nm). One important property to understand is how the higher-energy bands can interfere with the near-field coupling when the symmetry changes. Ag has been proposed as a promising candidate among all plasmonic metal nanoparticles to use for studying the effect of high-energy modes in the plasmonic coupling mechanism, due to its high plasmonic response in the visible region with multiplasmonic bands ([@r35], [@r38], [@r39]). Previously, we reported the near-field coupling of AgNC dimers in the form of 1-dimensional exponential decay model ([@r32], [@r33]). Herein, we extend our understanding by introducing additional terms in the plasmonic equation, to include the higher-order modes in the near-field coupling of dimeric Ag nanoparticles. We studied the contribution of higher-order modes in the plasmonic coupling between a pair of AgNCs in 2 different orientations. The optical properties and the formation of hot spots between a pair of coupled nanoparticles can be calculated by solving the appropriate Maxwell's equations ([@r40]). Using the DDA ([@r41]) as a powerful theoretical method, we modeled and calculated the optical properties of a dimer of AgNCs in face-to-face (FF) and edge-to-edge (EE) orientations. In addition, we studied the effect of the shape and size of the nanoparticles on the near-field coupling, by using larger size of the Ag spherical nanoparticles. Varying the separation distance between the nanoparticles and including the higher-order modes in the plasmonic coupling between the nanoparticles, we were able to quantitatively demonstrate the mechanism of plasmonic coupling through the present equations.

Theoretical Method {#s1}
==================

Using the DDA ([@r41], [@r42]), it is possible to quantitatively investigate the contribution of the higher-order modes in the plasmonic coupling between a pair of Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs). Models were used to investigate the optical properties and interactions between AgNCs with an edge length of 42 nm in water as a medium. It is known that the DDA ([@r41]) is one of the most powerful numerical methods of modeling the optical properties of plasmonic nanoparticles (extinction, absorption, and scattering components) with arbitrary geometry. This method includes multipolar and finite size effects. DDA is based on solving Maxwell's equations and has been described in great detail elsewhere ([@r1], [@r41]). The experimental system consists of a pair of AgNPs represented as a cubic array of several thousands of polarizable point dipoles. The point dipoles are excited by an external field, and the response of this excitation to the external field and to other dipole points is solved self-consistently using Maxwell's equations. The size of the nanoparticle is defined by an equal volume of a sphere with an effective radius of *a*~*eff*~ = (3*v*/4*π*)^1/3^. For instance, *a*~*eff*~ for the pair of AgNCs (42 nm edge length) is 32.82 nm. The refractive index of the silver nanoparticle is assumed to be the same as that of the bulk metal ([@r43]), and water is used as the medium surrounding the cubes, with a refractive index of 1.33. In all cases, the exciting light was polarized parallel to the dimer axis. The plasmonic field enhancement factor (in log scale of \|E\|(2)/\|E0\|(2)) was calculated using the DDA technique at different excitation wavelengths.

Results and Discussion {#s2}
======================

Plasmonic Coupling Depends on the Degree of the Oscillating Electron Density. {#s3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The plasmonic interaction between the AgNCs can be calculated from the shift in the plasmon band maximum that is a function of the interparticle separation distance. The refractive index of the surrounding environment is that of water (*n* = 1.33), and the incident light is polarized along the interparticle axis.

[Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the DDA calculation of the extinction spectra as a function of the wavelength for a dimer of AgNCs in EE and FF orientations with interparticle separations ranging from 2 to 20 nm. In the case of the FF AgNCs dimer, as the 2 nanocubes separate from 2 to 20 nm, the main band continuously shifts to longer wavelengths, and this behavior can be seen in the higher-order mode as well. When the separation distance reaches 2 nm, the higher-order modes clearly dominate over the dipolar modes and have significant dipolar characteristics. This is an elevated interaction with the incident radiation and redshift toward longer wavelengths. This suggests that the effect of the higher-order mode on the plasmonic coupling is more prominent at very short separation distances. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is that when 2 coupled resonators are very close to each other, there are enough multipoles to interact with each other and with dipoles. When the size of multipoles increases, the corresponding band intensity increases ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, in the FF orientation, there are 2 different states of polarization of the oscillating dipoles extracted from the facing facets and facing corners. These have an additional effect on the LSPR coupling of AgNCs ([@r9]), resulting in the main peak (dipolar mode) splitting into 2 peaks. Whereas, for the EE AgNCs, the higher-order mode merged to the dipolar mode and appeared as 1 prominent plasmonic band. Previous results showed that in the EE AgNCs, the extent of the redshift at 2 nm gap size for the multipolar mode is greater than the similar condition in the FF AgNCs ([@r33]). There is an increased intensity of the higher-order modes in the extinction spectra of the EE AgNCs (400 to 500 nm) that is not seen in the FF AgNCs ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Field enhancement values, field contour, and vector plots for the FF AgNCs and EE AgNCs in water with light polarized parallel to the interparticle axis are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Figs. S1 and S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909416116/-/DCSupplemental), respectively. The field enhancement trend of the EE AgNCs and FF AgNCs shows for both cases as the separation distance decreases, the maximum field enhancement increases. It can be seen that for all interparticle separations (2, 4, 8, 10, and 20 nm), there is an increase in the field enhancement maximum for EE AgNCs compared to the FF AgNCs under similar conditions ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Figs. S1 and S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909416116/-/DCSupplemental)). This corresponds to the strong plasmonic coupling between the 2 facing corners, which depends on the higher density of the oscillation electrons concentrated on the EE AgNCs corners. As noted earlier, an additional feature in the main plasmonic band of the FF AgNCs is split into 2 distinct plasmonic modes at 584 and 606 nm and forms inhomogeneity of the field distribution between both the 2 facing facets and facing corners at very short separation distances (2 nm), that is not present in the EE AgNCs ([Fig. 2 *B* and *C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). In larger gaps (\>2 nm), the density of the oscillating dipoles and consequence fields strongly are localized around the cube corners ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909416116/-/DCSupplemental)). For the EE AgNCs, there is always only 1 prominent plasmonic band observed. The plasmonic field distribution and the corresponding dipole polarization vectors are more localized around adjacent corners at a short distance (2 nm) ([Fig. 2 *D* and *E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}).

![DDA calculated extinction spectra for the AgNCs in (*A*) FF and (*B*) EE orientations at varying separation distances of the dimer (2, 4, 8, 10, and 20 nm). The incident light is polarized along the interparticle axis.](pnas.1909416116fig01){#fig01}

![(*A*) Field enhancement values for the FF AgNCs and EE AgNCs at varying separation distances of the dimer (2, 4, 8, 10, and 20 nm). The wavelength of excitation was chosen based on the peak maximum within extinction spectra in [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} for each separation distance. (*B*--*E*) Field contour and polarization vector plots for the dimer of 42 nm FF AgNCs and EE AgNCs at 2 nm separation.](pnas.1909416116fig02){#fig02}

Contributions of the Dipolar and Multipolar Components in the Plasmonic Coupling Equation. {#s4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The plasmonic ruler equation is valid for coupled nanoparticles when they are in close proximity to one another ([@r36]) and represents only 1 term in the plasmonic coupling equation (i.e., dipolar mode). In the present work, the separation distance between 2 AgNCs was varied from 100 to 2 nm. When the gap size was small enough (∼0.05 of the cube size), multipolar modes were allowed take place and interact with each other and with the dipolar mode. In [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, we introduced a coupling mechanism that includes the contribution of higher-order multipolar modes in the plasmonic coupling regime. The plot shows the fractional plasmonic shift versus the ratio of the interparticle separation scaled by either the length of the single cube for the FF AgNCs or the diameter of the single cube for the EE AgNCs. The presence of each contribution was qualitatively computed from the long separation distance (dipolar mode) and short separation distance components (multipolar mode) by corresponding terms. [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} describes the plasmonic near-field coupling by an exponential fit, using the exponential function of the form, ${{\Delta\lambda}/\lambda_{0}} = \text{a}.\text{exp}\left( \frac{{- \text{s}}/\text{D}}{\text{τ}_{1}} \right) + \text{b}.\text{exp}\left( \frac{{- \text{s}}/\text{D}}{\text{τ}_{2}} \right),$ where the fractional plasmon shift (Δλ/λ~0~) is a function of the separation distance (normalized to the particle size, s/D) of the dimer: a, b and τ~1~, τ~2~ are fit parameters that describe the coupled field strength and decay constant, respectively. This approximation indicates that the value of a coupled field strength is 0.2 for the multipolar region and 0.18 for the dipolar region. The decay rates of short distance component (1/τ~1~) and long distance component (1/τ~2~) were estimated to be 25 and 2.86, respectively, giving an R^2^ value of 0.994 for the FF AgNCs. The contribution of the multipolar modes in plasmonic coupling can be calculated by dividing the characteristic values of field strength, yielding a value of 1.11. Therefore, the relative contributions of each term in the plasmonic coupling can be written more accurately as follows:$$\Delta\lambda/\text{λ}_{0} = 0.18\text{exp}\left( \frac{- \text{s}/\text{D}}{0.35} \right) + 0.20\text{exp}\left( \frac{- \text{s}/\text{D}}{0.04} \right).$$In a similar condition for EE AgNCs, the relative contributions of each term in the plasmonic coupling are given by$${{\Delta\lambda}/\lambda_{0}} = 0.19exp\left( \frac{{- s}/D}{0.05} \right) + 0.14exp\left( \frac{{- s}/D}{0.29} \right),$$with a coupled field strength of 0.19 and a decay rate of 20 for the contribution of higher-order multipoles and a coupled field strength of 0.14 with a decay rate of 3.4 for the contribution of dipoles. The data fit well to the second-order exponential model, giving an R^2^ value of 0.993. The ratio of the higher-order multipole to that of dipole in this equation is 1.36. This implies that the multipolar contribution is slightly higher for the EE AgNCs than for the FF AgNCs (1.36 vs. 1.11). It appears that for both FF and EE AgNCs, there is a long distance component that shows a slow decay rate and a short distance component that shows a fast decay rate. It is possible that the short distance component is representative of dipole--multipole coupling.

![Dependence of the extinction band maximum shift (Δλ/λ~0~) as a function of the interparticle separation scaled by either (*A*) the size of the monomer for FF AgNCs or (*B*) the diameter of the monomer for EE AgNCs. The data fit well to the second-order exponential model.](pnas.1909416116fig03){#fig03}

Later, we included higher-order resonance terms in the plasmonic coupling. [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} shows the fractional plasmon shift versus the interparticle distance scaled by either the size of the cube (FF AgNCs) or by the diameter of the cube (EE AgNCs), using the third simultaneously exponential fit. We found a better exponential fit than the previous model with R^2^ = 0.997 and R^2^ = 0.999 for the FF and EE AgNCs, respectively. As shown in [Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, the decay rate increases more as the separation distance shortens for the EE AgNCs. This reveals the high density of the dipoles; therefore, the probability of the higher-order mode involved in the plasmonic coupling of the EE AgNCs is greater than the FF AgNCs in a similar condition. This suggests that the contributions of the dipole and the multipolar components are greater in the EE AgNCs. By including more terms (i.e., higher-order resonance modes) in the plasmonic equation, this analysis can be completed, leading to the following equations:$${{\Delta\lambda}/\text{λ}_{0}} = 0.03\text{exp}\left( \frac{{- \text{s}}/\text{D}}{0.2} \right) + 0.08\text{exp}\left( \frac{{- \text{s}}/\text{D}}{1.35} \right)0.13\text{exp}\left( \frac{{- \text{s}}/\text{D}}{0.20} \right),$$$${{\Delta\lambda}/\text{λ}_{0}} = 0.16\text{exp}\left( \frac{{- \text{s}}/\text{D}}{0.10} \right) + 0.12\text{exp}\left( \frac{{- \text{s}}/\text{D}}{0.03} \right)0.09\text{exp}\left( \frac{{- \text{s}}/\text{D}}{0.58} \right).$$The decay rate for the EE AgNCs (9.86, 33.33, and 1.73) is greater than that for the FF AgNCs (4.86, 4.86, and 0.73). The contribution of the short component in the plasmon equation is greater in the EE AgNCs: 1.77 versus 0.5 for the FF AgNCs. This suggests that for the EE AgNCs, the increase of the electron density that is generated on each nanocube results in a multipole that is large enough to contribute to the coupling at larger gap sizes. Therefore, in the EE AgNCs, the high population of the dipoles around the corners gives rise to more contributions of higher-order modes in the plasmonic coupling. Furthermore, as the nanoparticles get closer, they experience an inhomogeneous field, and the dipole selection rules break down; thus, multipolar contributions increase. The higher-order modes do contribute in coupling, but they vanish faster as a pair of resonators separate from each other.

![Dependence of the extinction band maximum shift (Δλ/λ~0~) as a function of the interparticle separation, which is scaled by either (*A*) the size of the monomer for the FF AgNCs or (*B*) the diameter of the monomer for the EE AgNCs. The data fit well to the third-order exponential model.](pnas.1909416116fig04){#fig04}

Contribution of the Multipolar Modes in the Plasmonic Coupling of Dimeric Nanospheres. {#s5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Higher-order multipole contribution to plasmonic coupling has been calculated in AgNCs that are close to one another. To verify the fact that increasing the number of dipoles causes more dipole--multipole interactions, therefore increasing the probability of the higher-order mode in the coupling phenomenon, an investigation of the plasmonic coupling in a pair of silver nanospheres (AgNSs) has been performed. [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} shows the extinction spectrum for AgNS dimers, with different sizes (20, 30, and 80 nm) for several values of the relative separation distances. For long separation distances, the dipolar mode (which arises from coupling between dipole modes of each sphere) has a prominent effect on the plasmonic coupling. The results show that for small-sized particles (20 and 30 nm) at a relatively long separation distance (\>4 nm), the contribution of multipolar modes in coupling is not noticeable. However, for smaller separation distances (4 and 2 nm), there was a strong population of multipole charges at the gap, resulting in continued redshift of higher multipolar modes, and near-field coupling in the gap was enhanced. It shows multipoles are also important in the interaction between neighboring particles at very small separations and even for small particles. As the size of the particle increases (80 nm), the higher-order modes exhibit a strong impact on the plasmonic coupling, even at a long separation distance (20 nm), and becomes prominent, which shows an increased contribution in plasmonic coupling toward the longer wavelength. When the gap is deeply shortened (4 nm), the contribution of the multipolar modes in plasmonic coupling dramatically changes and plays an important role in the coupling phenomenon.

![Calculated extinction spectra for the dimers of AgNSs with a diameter of (*A*) 20 nm, (*B*) 30 nm, and (*C*) 80 nm. The incident light is polarized along the interparticle axis. As the size of the particles increases, this gives rise to largely enhanced interactions between the dipolar and multipolar modes, which can lead to strong coupling, even for large gap sizes (20 nm) for the sphere diameter of 80 nm.](pnas.1909416116fig05){#fig05}

This observation can be attributed to the fact that for the small spherical particles at long separation distances, the dipole--multipole interaction is not sufficient to be considered in the plasmonic coupling ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909416116/-/DCSupplemental)). However, for larger-sized particles, as the number of dipoles increases, the probability of finding the multipoles' contribution in plasmonic coupling increases ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1909416116/-/DCSupplemental)). Therefore, the field across a large nanoparticle becomes inhomogeneous. The resulting field gradient induces multipoles, which are otherwise forbidden in uniform fields. As a result of the above descriptions, it should be considered that not only do very small separations result in dipoles that contributed to the NIR field coupling, but also higher-order multipoles can contribute to this interaction, depending on nanoparticle size and interparticle separation.

Conclusions {#s6}
===========

In summary, a quantitative study was performed on plasmonic coupling to determine the contribution of higher-order multipolar modes in the plasmon coupling of Ag nanoparticles. The effect of the intensity of the dipoles in producing multipolar modes has been analyzed. Based on the exponential decay approximation, the plasmonic coupling equation has been completed by introducing the contribution of the higher multipolar modes in the plasmonic coupling equation. In general, as the separation between the dimers decreases, an increase in the plasmon dipolar and multipolar interaction takes place, and a redshift of the plasmonic excitation is observed. In cubic nanoparticles, depending on their orientation, the higher-order multipole contributions become more significant, resulting in higher dipole--multipole interactions, and the LSPR shifts become stronger. This essentially means that the higher-order modes determine the coupling between the particles and have a major role to play in the plasmonic coupling at short separation distances. For spherical particles, the contribution of multipolar modes in plasmonic coupling depends on the size of the nanoparticle. Nanoparticles with large size, the higher multipole modes become dominant and result in an increase in the dipole--multipole interactions. This can lead to strong coupling, even for large gap size (20 nm). The plasmonic coupling depends on the density of the dipoles of the nanoparticles; as the dipole density increases, the average multipole density increases, which results in a stronger coupling interaction. This study allows us to advance our understanding of the plasmonic response of coupled resonators that have not been previously reported. These findings will be very useful to drive future experiments to design more sensitive nanoparticle-based sensors.
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